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At 4titude®, we are constantly striving to develop our products. As such, we have improved our strips of 8 PCR 
tubes to optimise their fit and function with our strips of 8 PCR caps. A summary of the changes can be found 
in the table below: 

Code Previous content Updated content 

4ti-0781 125 strips of 8 PCR tubes 
Lot number lower than 503256 
Cap compatibility limited  

125 strips of 8 PCR tubes  
Lot number 503256 and higher 
Cap compatibility universal, visually unchanged 

4ti-0780 125 strips of 8 PCR tubes 
Lot number lower than 503256 
Cap compatibility limited  

125 strips of 8 PCR tubes  
Lot number 503256 and higher 
Cap compatibility universal, visually unchanged 

 125 strips of domed caps  
5-digit lot number (e.g. 22161) 
Tube specific design like 4ti-0782,  
Compatibility limited to 4ti-0781 tube strips  

125 strips of domed caps  
4-digit lot number (e.g. 2518) 
Universal fitting design like 4ti-0752 
Compatibility universal, fits to all 4titude strips & plates 

 

 
4ti-0782 design, hole in one strip end tab (see arrow) 

 
4ti-0752 design, no holes in strip end tabs, small tabs on caps 

4ti-0784 125 strips of 8 PCR tubes 
Lot number lower than 503256 
Cap compatibility limited  

125 strips of 8 PCR tubes  
Lot number 503256 and higher 
Cap compatibility universal, visually unchanged 

 125 strips of flat optical caps  
5-digit lot number (e.g. 31461) 
Tube specific design like 4ti-0783,  
Compatibility limited to 4ti-0781 tube strips  

125 strips of flat optical caps  
4-digit lot number (e.g. 2518) 
Universal fitting design like 4ti-0751 
Compatibility universal, fits to all 4titude strips & plates 

 

 
4ti-0783 design, hole in one strip end tab (see arrow) 

 
 

4ti-0751 design, no holes in strip end tabs 

4ti-0782 125 strips of domed caps  
5-digit lot number (e.g. 22161)  
Compatibility limited to 4ti-0781 tube strips 

125 strips of domed caps  
4-digit lot number (e.g. 2518) 
Universal fitting design like 4ti-0752 
Compatibility universal, fits to all 4titude strips & plates  

 

 
4ti-0782 design, hole in one strip end tab (see arrow) 

 
4ti-0752 design, no holes in strip end tabs, small tabs on caps 

4ti-0783 125 strips of flat optical caps  
5-digit lot number (e.g. 31461)  
Compatibility limited to 4ti-0781 tube strips 

125 strips of flat optical caps  
4-digit lot number (e.g. 2518) 
Universal fitting design like 4ti-0751 
Compatibility universal, fits to all 4titude strips & plates 

 

 
4ti-0783 design, hole in one strip end tab (see arrow) 

 
 

4ti-0751 design, no holes in strip end tabs 

4ti-0751 
and 
4ti-0752 

300 strips of flat optical caps (4ti-0751) and 300 strips of domed caps (4ti-0752) 
No changes have been made to this product, but due to the updated design of the 8 strip PCR tubes (4ti-0781), 
these cap strips are now compatible with all of our PCR consumables including the 4ti-0781 PCR tube strips.  

 Note: 4ti-0751 is also identical with the product sold as 
4ti-0783 (4-digit lot numbers only), but have different 
pack sizes (125 strips instead of 300). 

 Note: 4ti-0752 is also identical with the product sold as 
4ti-0782 (4-digit lot numbers only), but have different 
pack sizes (125 strips instead of 300). 

For any technical questions or enquires please don’t hesitate to contact techsupport@4ti.co.uk 
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